Abstract. Natural biomolecular systems process information in a radically different manner than programmable machines. Conformational interactions, the basis of specificity and self-assembly, are of key importance. A gedanken device is presented that illustrates how the fusion of information through conformational self-organization can serve to enhance pattern processing at the cellular level. The device is used to highfight general features of biomolecular information processing. We briefly outline a simulation system designed to address the manner in which conformational processing interacts with kinetic and higher level structural dynamics in complex biochemical networks. Virtual models that capture features of biomolecular information processing can in some instances have artificial intelligence value in their own right and should serve as design tools for future computers built from real molecules.
Introduction
Molecular computers are natural or artificial systems in which individual macromolecules play a critical information processing role. A real molecular computer is a natural or artificial system built up out of molecules. A virtual molecular computer is a simulation system residing on a digital base machine, used either for the purpose of elucidating principles of natural biological information processing or for the purpose of designing a "real" artificial system. The capabilities of natural molecular computers are radically different than the capabilities of digital machines, due to the very different structure-function relations. The purpose here is to draw attention to essential operative principles and then to briefly outline a modeling system, to be referred to as the CKSD simulator, that addresses the co-action of conformational, kinetic, structural and dynamic processes in complex biochemical reaction networks. Even briefer mention will be made of a hierarchical model, called the artificial neuromolecular (ANM) brain, that puts subcellular processing into a larger (vertical) framework and that illustrates how ideas derived from natural computing systems can be used to expand computer science.
Shape (or conformation) based interactions among macromolecules are of central importance, since these provide for a vast spectrum of intrinsic pattern recognition operators [5] . The gedanken device pictured in Fig. 1 , to be referred to as the self-assembly model, illustrates how such molecular pattern recognition can contribute to higher level symbolic pattern processing [6] . The self-assembly device corresponds to a cell in a natural biological system and networks of such devices would correspond to cellular networks such as the immune system or the brain. The self-assembly device receives patterns of input signals on its external membrane. If an input line is activated a protein is released, otherwise not. Thus the input signals are recoded as molecular shapes. These molecular shapes self-assemble, like self-organizing jigsaw puzzle pieces, to form a complex. Different complexes will be formed in response to different input patterns. Shape features common to subsets of possible complexes will be associated with different groupings of input patterns. Enzymes that recognize these shape features can then trigger an output action appropriate to the input pattern.
The self-assembly device can be thought of as an advanced biosensor. Inputs are transduced to a physiochemical state. Proteins (or other biological elements)
